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Abstract—We investigate error-correcting codes for a novel
storage technology for flash memories, the rank-modulation
scheme. In this scheme, a set ofn cells stores information in
the permutation induced by the different charge levels of the
individual cells. The resulting scheme eliminates the needfor
discrete cell levels, overcomes overshoot errors when program-
ming cells (a serious problem that reduces the writing speed),
and mitigates the problem of asymmetric errors.

In this paper we study the properties of error-correcting codes
for charge-constrained errors in the rank-modulation scheme.
In this error model the number of errors corresponds to the
minimal number of adjacent transpositions required to change a
given stored permutation to another erroneous one – a distance
measure known as Kendall’sτ-distance.

We show bounds on the size of such codes, and use metric-
embedding techniques to give constructions which translate a
wealth of knowledge of binary codes in the Hamming metric as
well as q-ary codes in the Lee metric, to codes over permutations
in Kendall’s τ-metric. Specifically, the one-error-correcting codes
we construct are at least half the ball-packing upper bound.

Index Terms—flash memory, rank modulation, error-
correcting codes, permutations, metric embeddings, Kendall’s τ-
metric

I. I NTRODUCTION

FLASH memory is an electronic non-volatile memory
(NVM) that uses floating-gate cells to store informa-

tion [4]. In the standard technology, every flash cell hasq
discrete states,{0, 1, . . . , q − 1}, and therefore can storelog2 q
bits. The flash memory changes the state of a cell by injecting
or removing charge into/from the cell. To increase a cell from
a lower state to a higher state, charge (e.g., electrons for
nFETs) is injected into the cell and is trapped there. This
operation is calledcell programming. To decrease a cell’s
state, charge is removed from the cell, which is calledcell
erasing. Flash memory is widely used in mobile, embedded,
and mass-storage systems because of its physical robustness,
high density, and good performance [4]. To expand its storage
capacity, research on multi-level cells with large values of q
is actively underway.

For flash memories, writing is more time- and energy-
consuming than reading [4]. The main factor is the iter-
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ative cell-programming procedure designed to avoid over-
programming [2] (raising the cell’s charge level above its
target level). In flash memories, cells are organized into blocks,
where each block has a large number (≈ 105) of cells [4]. Cells
can be programmed individually, but to decrease the state of
a cell, the whole block has to be erased to the lowest state
and then re-programmed. Since over-programming can only
be corrected by the block erasure, in practice a conservative
procedure is used for programming a cell, where charge is
injected into the cell over quite a few rounds [2]. After every
round, the charge level of the cell is measured and the next-
round injection is configured. The charge level of the cell is
made to gradually approach the target state until it achieves
the desired accuracy. The iterative-programming approachis
costly in time and energy.

A second challenge for flash memory is data reliability. The
stored data can be lost due to charge leakage, a long-term
factor that causes the data retention problem. The data can also
be affected by other mechanisms, including read disturbance,
write disturbance [4], etc. Many of the error mechanisms have
an asymmetric property: they make the numerous cells’ charge
levels drift in one direction. (For example, charge leakage
makes the cell levels drift down.) Such a drift of cell charge
levels causes errors in aging devices.

In a recent paper [9], a new scheme for storing data in flash
memories was proposed, therank-modulation scheme. It aims
at eliminating the risk of cell over-programming, and reducing
the effect of asymmetric errors. Given a set ofn cells with
distinct charge levels, therank of a cell indicates the relative
position of its own charge level, and the ranks of then cells
induces a permutation of{1, 2, . . . , n}. The rank modulation
scheme uses this permutation to store information. To write
data into then cells, we first program the cell with the lowest
rank, then the cell with the second lowest rank, and finally the
cell with the highest rank. While programming the cell with
rank i (1 < i 6 n), the only requirement is to make its charge
level be above that of the cell with ranki − 1.

The rank-modulation scheme eliminates the need to use the
absolute values of cell levels to store information. Instead,
the relative ranks are used. Since there is no risk of over-
programming and the cell charge levels can take continuous
values, a substantially less conservative cell programming
method can be used and the writing speed can be improved.
In addition, asymmetric errors become less serious, because
when cell levels drift in the same direction, their ranks arenot
affected as much as their absolute values. This way both the
writing speed and the data reliability can be improved.
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In this paper, we study error-correcting codes for rank
modulation. Even though asymmetric drifts of cell levels are
tolerated better by rank modulation, errors can still happen
because the cell levels do not necessarily drift at the same rate.
The specific error model we explore is one in which the num-
ber of errors corresponds to the minimal number of adjacent
transpositions required to change a given stored permutation
to another erroneous one. This distance measure between
permutations is known as Kendall’sτ-distance. This models
errors arising from an upper-bounded charge-level change in
the cells, and the codes we construct are therefore named
charge-constrained rank-modulation codes (CCRM codes).

We prove bounds on the size of CCRM codes. We further
employ metric-embedding techniques to translate binary codes
in the Hamming metric, as well asq-ary codes in the Lee
metric, to CCRM codes in Kendall’sτ-metric. This establishes
a general method for designing CCRM codes using an abun-
dance of well-known codes over the other metrics. Specifically,
we present a single-error-correcting code whose size is at least
half of the ball-packing upper bound.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II
we define the notation and introduce Kendall’sτ-metric. We
continue in Section III and present code constructions through
metric embeddings. In Section IV we investigate bounds on
CCRM codes. We conclude in Section V with a summary of
the results and a description of some ad-hoc constructions and
resulting bounds.

II. PRELIMINARIES

Let n flash memory cells be denoted by1, 2, . . . , n. For1 6

i 6 n, let ci ∈R denote the charge level of celli. The ranks of
the cells’ charge levels induce a permutation of{1, 2, . . . , n} in
the following way: The induced permutation is[a1, a2, . . . , an]
iff ca1 > ca2 > · · · > can , i.e., the cella1 has the highest
charge level and the cellan has the lowest.

Therank-modulation scheme (see [9]) uses the permutations
induced by the cells’ charge levels to store information. Let Sn

denote the set ofn! permutations over{1, 2, . . . , n}. Let Q =
{0, 1, 2, . . . , q − 1} denote the alphabet of the symbol stored
in the n cells. In the rank-modulation scheme, a decoding
function, D : Sn → Q, maps permutations to symbols from
the user alphabet.

Since every channel may be subject to noise, which corrupts
the transmitted data, designers of systems employing a rank-
modulation scheme for flash memories need to consider the
possibility of a stored permutationα ∈ Sn being transformed
by any of a variety of possible channel disturbances (see
[4]) to β∈ Sn such thatD(α) 6= D(β). To model such a
channel, often a metric is chosen such thatd(α, β), i.e., the
distance between the original value and its noisy version, is
upper bounded with a high probability. An appropriate error-
correcting code may then be designed with respect to that
metric. There is a wide choice of possible metrics overSn

(see the survey [6]).
In a plausible realization of the rank-modulation scheme,

given the precision constraints of the charge-placement mech-
anism, a minimal amount of charge is required to be inserted or

removed to change a given induced permutation, and that will
result in anadjacent transposition. Given a permutation, an
adjacent transposition is the local exchange of two adjacent el-
ements in the permutation:[a1, . . . , ai−1, ai, ai+1, ai+2, . . . , an]
is changed to[a1, . . . , ai−1, ai+1, ai, ai+2, . . . , an]. In this error
model, a noisy version of an original permutation is said to
containt errors if the minimal number of adjacent transposi-
tions required to transform the original permutation into the
noisy one ist. For example, forn = 4, if errors change
the permutation from[2, 1, 3, 4] to [2, 3, 4, 1], the number of
errors ist = 2, because at least two adjacent transpositions
are needed to change one into the other:

[2, 1, 3, 4] → [2, 3, 1, 4] → [2, 3, 4, 1].

A. Kendall’s τ-metric

Throughout the paper we will use the vector nota-
tion for permutations:α = [a1, a2, . . . , an]∈ Sn denotes
the permutation α(i) = ai for all 1 6 i 6 n.
Given some elementj∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, assume α(i) =
j. Deleting the element j from α results in the vector
[a1, . . . , ai−1, ai+1, . . . , an] which we denote asα↓j. Con-
versely, given somej∈ {n + 1, n + 2, . . . } and an index
i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n + 1}, we can insert the elementj in the i-
th position resulting in the vector[a1, . . . , ai−1, j, ai, . . . , an]
which we denote asαi↑j.

For two permutationsα, β∈ Sn, define their distance,
dK(α, β), as the minimal number of adjacent transpositions
needed to changeα into β. This distance measure is called
Kendall’s τ in statistics [10] or the bubble-sort distance, and
it induces a metric overSn. Where it is clear from the context
that we use Kendall’sτ-distance measure we will omit the
subscriptK.

The resulting metric isgraphic: Let Kn = (Vn, En) be an
undirected graph defined over the vertex setVn = Sn, where
we defineEn = {(α, β) | d(α, β) = 1}. Then it is well-known
that forany α, β∈ Sn the length of the shortest path connecting
α and β in Kn equalsd(α, β) 1. The resulting graph,Kn is
called theadjacency graph of the metric.

If d(α, β) = 1, α and β are calledadjacent. Any two
permutations ofSn are at distance at most(n

2) from each other.
Two permutations of maximum distance are a reverse of each
other.

The distance between two permutations can be computed
by the algorithm hinted at by the following theorem (which
appeared without proof in [10], Section 1.13).

Theorem 1.Let α = [a1, a2, . . . , an] andβ = [b1, b2, . . . , bn]
be two permutations of lengthn. Suppose thatap = bn for
some1 6 p 6 n. Then,

d(α, β) = d(α↓ap
, β↓bn

) + n − p.

Proof: Let T be a sequence ofd(α, β) adjacent trans-
positions that changeα into β. Let us partitionT into two
sub-sequencesT1 andT2, such thatT1 contains those adjacent
transpositions that involveap, andT2 contains those adjacent

1Not all metrics overSn are graphic, such as theℓ∞-metric, for example.
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transpositions that do not involveap. Let |T|, |T1| and |T2|
denote the number of adjacent transpositions inT, T1 andT2,
respectively. Clearly,|T| = |T1|+ |T2| = d(α, β).

It is not hard to see thatT2 can also changeα↓ap
into

β↓bn
. That is because any adjacent transposition inT1 does not

change the relative positions of the elements{ai}i 6=p in α and
in α↓ap

. Meanwhile, any adjacent transposition inT2 changes
the relative positions of{ai}i 6=p in the same way forα and
α↓ap

. Therefore,|T2| > d(α↓ap
, β↓bn

). It can also be seen that
|T1| > n − p, because every adjacent transposition movesap

forward in the permutation by one position, and fromα to β,
the elementap has to be moved at by at leastn − p positions.
Thus,d(α, β) = |T| = |T1|+ |T2| > d(α↓ap

, β↓bn
) + n − p.

We now show thatd(α, β) 6 d(α↓ap
, β↓bn

) + n − p.
Consider a sequence ofd(α↓ap

, β↓bn
) + n − p adjacent

transpositions which is defined as follows: the firstn − p
transpositions changeα = [a1, . . . , ap−1, ap, ap+1, . . . , an]
into [a1, . . . , ap−1, ap+1, . . . , an, ap] = [α↓ap

, ap], while
the remaining d(α↓ap

, β↓bn
) steps change[α↓ap

, ap] into
[β↓bn

, ap] = β. It follows that d(α, β) 6 d(α↓ap
, β↓bn

) + n −
p, and therefored(α, β) = d(α↓ap

, β↓bn
) + n − p.

The process of moving the appropriate element ofα to its
position as the last element ofβ may be now recursively
repeated for transformingα↓ap

into β↓bn
. When β is the

identity permutation,ι, the resulting algorithm is none other
than the bubble-sort algorithm.

The adjacency graph of permutations under Kendall’sτ-
metric,Kn, described in the previous section, is not distance
regular in general and so the nice properties of such graphs
(see [3]) cannot be used. In particular, the powerful code-
anticode method of Delsarte [5], which was used in [1], [13],
[14] does not apply here immediately. We will, however,
provide a sphere-packing-like bound (which is actually a ball-
packing bound) in a later section.

Definition 2. The sphereSr(α) centered atα and of radiusr is
the set

Sr(α) = {β∈ Sn | d(α, β) = r} ,

while theball Br(α) centered atα and of radiusr is defined as
the set

Br(α) = {β∈ Sn | d(α, β) 6 r} .

Even though Kn is not distance regular, fortunately,
Kendall’s τ-metric is right invariant [6], i.e., for any three
permutationsα, β, γ∈ Sn, we have d(αγ, βγ) = d(α, β).
Thus, the sizes of spheres and balls in this metric depend
on their radius only, and not on the choice of center. We can
therefore denote the size of a sphere (respectively, a ball)of
radiusr as |Sr| (respectively,|Br |).

Definition 3. The weightof a permutationα ∈ Sn is defined as
w(α) = d(α, ι), whereι is the identity permutation.

By the previous observation, for any two permutations
α, β∈ Sn, we haved(α, β) = w(αβ−1). We can also observe
that Sr(ι) is the set of all permutations of weightr in Sn.

If we define aninversion as a pair(α(i), α(j)) such that
α(i) > α(j) and i < j, then it is well-known (see Knuth,

[11]) that the weight of a permutation is simply the number
of inversions it contains, i.e.,

w(α) = |{(α(i), α(j)) | i < j ∧ α(i) > α(j)}| .

We can extend this to get the expression

d(α, β) = |{(i, j) | α(i) < α(j) ∧ β(i) > β(j)}| . (1)

III. C ODES FROMMETRIC EMBEDDINGS

We first define the object of interest in this study – codes
for the rank-modulation scheme correcting charge-constrained
errors.

Definition 4. A charge-constrained-error-correcting code for
the rank-modulation schemeof lengthn, sizeM, and minimal
distanced (an (n, M, d)-CCRM code) is a subsetC ⊆ Sn of
sizeM such thatdK(α, β) > d for all α, β∈C, α 6= β.

In this section we explore ways of embedding the graph
Kn which encapsulates Kendall’sτ-metric overSn, into two

different graphs:Z
(n

2)
2 with the Hamming metric, andZn! with

the ℓ1-metric. By doing so, a wealth of knowledge of coding
techniques and constructions can be translated back toKn.
One such result is a family of(n, 3)-CCRM codes, capable
of correcting one adjacent-transposition error, which in alater
section, will be shown to be of size at least half the ball-
packing upper bound.

A. Embedding Kn into Z
(n

2)
2

Let us consider the spaceZ
(n

2)
2 endowed with the Hamming

distance function: For allv1, v2 ∈Z
(n

2)
2 , the Hamming distance

betweenv1 and v2 is the number of positions in which they

disagree. By abuse of notation we shall also refer toZ
(n

2)
2 as

the graph with vertices which are binary vectors of length(n
2),

and edges connecting vertices at Hamming distance1.

We index the(n
2) positions in every vector ofZ

(n
2)

2 by the
set of ordered pairs{(i, j) | 1 6 i < j 6 n}. Let us define the

following mappingφ : Sn → Z
(n

2)
2 in the following way: For

all α ∈ Sn, we setφ(α) to be the binary vector whose position
(i, j) is 0 if α−1(i) < α−1(j) and1 otherwise. In other words,
position(i, j) is set to1 iff (j, i) is an inversion ofα.

Example 5.Consider the permutationα = [3, 4, 1, 2]∈S4. We
then have

φ(α) = (v(1,2), v(1,3), v(2,3), v(1,4), v(2,4), v(3,4))

= (0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0),

sinceα contains the inversions(3, 1), (3, 2), (4, 1), and(4, 2).

Lemma 6.The mappingφ is injective.

Proof: Let v be a vector in the image ofφ, i.e.,v ∈ φ(Sn).
We will show there exists exactly one permutationα ∈ Sn such
that φ(α) = v.

First, the expressionpn = ∑
n−1
i=1 v(i,n) counts the number

of elementssmaller than n which appear to the right ofn in
α. It follows that in vector notationn must appear in thepn-th
position from the right.
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Next, we examinepn−1 = ∑
n−2
i=1 v(i,n−1) which counts the

number of elements smaller thann − 1 which appear to its
right. Thus, in the remainingn − 1 as-yet unset positions in
α, the elementn− 1 must appear in thepn−1-th position from
the right. Repeating the process, there is exactly one resulting
permutationα for which φ(α) = v.

Lemma 7.For any two permutationsα, β∈ Sn, if dK(α, β) = 1
thendH(φ(α), φ(β)) = 1.

Proof: Let α, β∈ Sn be two permutations such that
dK(α, β) = 1. Since a single adjacent transposition is respon-
sible for the change between the two permutations, denote the
positions of the change asi and i + 1, and letα(i) = ai and
α(i + 1) = ai+1, while β(i) = ai+1 and β(i + 1) = ai.

We now examine the caseai < ai+1 (the caseai+1 > ai is
symmetric). It follows that the only difference betweenφ(α)
andφ(β) is the element in position(ai, ai+1) which switches
from 0 to 1 since an inversion(ai+1, ai) was formed inβ.
Thus,dH(φ(α), φ(β)) = 1.

The last lemma leads directly to the following conclusion.

Corollary 8. For any two permutationsα, β∈ Sn we have

dH(φ(α), φ(β)) 6 dK(α, β).

Proof: Consider a path of lengthdK(α, β) connectingα
and β in Kn:

α = γ1 → γ2 → · · · → γdK(α,β) = β.

By Lemma 7, the following is a path of lengthdK(α, β) which

connectsφ(α) andφ(β) in Z
(n

2)
2 :

φ(α) = φ(γ1) → φ(γ2) → · · · → φ(γdK(α,β)) = φ(β).

This may not be the shortest path connectingφ(α) andφ(β)
and sodH(φ(α), φ(β)) 6 dK(α, β).

The fact that distances contract under the mappingφ allows

us to take constructions overZ
(n

2)
2 and translate them toKn.

Theorem 9. Let CH be a binary[(n
2), k, d] linear code. Then

there exists an(n, M, d)-CCRM code of sizeM > n!/2(n
2)−k.

Proof: Let CH be a code as above. We define the
following code overSn:

CK = {α ∈ Sn | φ(α)∈CH} .

By Corollary 8 the minimal distance between codewords
of CK is at leastd. To prove the lower bound on the size

CK we note thatCH has2(n
2)−k cosets which partitionZ

(n
2)

2 ,
each forming a binary((n

2), 2k, d) code. It follows that at least
one of the cosets intersectsφ(Sn), the image ofφ, in at least
n!/2(n

2)−k words.
We note that thedesign distance d of the codeCH is not

necessarily the actual distance of the resulting codeCK.
Theorem 9 also suggests a decoding algorithm for the code

CK provided one exists forCH. The permutationα′ ∈ Sn

received from the channel is converted to the Hamming space
by applyingφ. If α ∈ Sn was the transmitted permutation, and

no more than⌊(d − 1)/2⌋ errors occurred (whered is the
design distance), then

dH(φ(α′), φ(α)) 6 dK(α′, α) 6

⌊

d − 1

2

⌋

.

Sinceφ is injective we are also guaranteed thatφ(α′) = φ(α)
iff no errors occurred, i.e.,α′ = α. We can now apply the
decoding algorithm forCH, correctly decoding toφ(α), and
then translating the resulting vector back to getα.

Example 10.If we examine the codes resulting from this em-
bedding construction we first note that the binary MDS codes
in the Hamming metric (the whole space, the repetition code,
and the parity code) construct MDS codes (see SectionIV ,
Theorem19) in Kendall’s τ-metric (respectively, the whole
space, a permutation and its reverse, and the even permutation
code).

Example 11.Continuing to another example, if we setCH to
be the[(n

2), (n
2)−

⌈

log2 (n
2)

⌉

, 3] appropriately-shortenedbinary
Hamming code, the constructed codeCK, is an((n

2), 3)-CCRM

code of size at leastn!/2⌈log2 (n
2)⌉. This is comparable with the

Gilbert-Varshamov-like lower bound (see SectionIV , Theorem
18) and, for some values ofn, even better: While the bound
of Theorem18 guarantees the existence of an(n, 3)-CCRM
code of size at leastn!/((n

2) + n − 1), taking for examplen
which is a power of2, Theorem9 constructs a code of size at
leastn!/((n

2) −
n
2 ). The same may be said when usingt-error-

correcting binary BCH codes as the original codeCH.

B. Embedding Kn into Zn!

We now turn to consider a different metric embedding. Let
us define

Zn! = Z2 × Z3 × · · · × Zn−1 × Zn.

We further endow this space with theℓ1-metric. Let
v, u∈Zn!, v = (v2, v3, . . . , vn), u = (u2, u3, . . . , un), their
ℓ1-distance is defined as

d1(v, u) =
n

∑
i=2

|vi − ui| .

Again, by abuse of notation we shall also refer toZn! as
the graph whose vertices are the elements ofZn! and edges
connect vertices atℓ1-distance1.

We define the mappingψ : Sn → Zn! in the following way:
We map everyα ∈ Sn to the vectorv ∈Zn!, v = (v2, . . . , vn),
such thatvj equals the number of inversions inα of the form
(j, i), 1 6 i 6 j − 1.

Lemma 12.The mappingψ is bijective.

Proof: Let α ∈ Sn be some permutation, and let us exam-
ine the two mappingsv = φ(α) and u = ψ(α). It is easily
seen thatuj = ∑

j−1
i=1 v(i,j). A careful examination of the proof

of Lemma 6 reveals that only these sums, i.e., the elements of
ψ(α), are used to show thatφ is injective. Hence,ψ is injective
as well. To complete the proof we note that|Sn| = |Zn!| = n!
and soψ is bijective.
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Figure 1. Kn and its embedding intoZn!. In the two arrays, the solid lines are the edges in bothKn and Zn!, and the dotted lines are the edges only in
Zn!. (a) MappingS3 to Z3! (b) EmbeddingK3 into Z3! (c) MappingS4 to Z4! (d) EmbeddingK4 into Z4!

Lemma 13.For any two permutationsα, β∈ Sn, if dK(α, β) =
1 thend1(ψ(α), ψ(β)) = 1.

Proof: We again exploit the connection betweenφ and
ψ. Let α, β∈ Sn be two permutations such thatdK(α, β) = 1.
By Lemma 7,dH(φ(α), φ(β)) = 1. Since ψ(α) and ψ(β)
are just summations of the elements ofφ(α) and φ(β)
according to some partition of the(n

2) positions, it follows
that d1(ψ(α), ψ(β)) = 1.

Corollary 14. For any two permutationsα, β∈ Sn we have

d1(ψ(α), ψ(β)) 6 dK(α, β).

Proof: The proof is essentially the same as that of
Corollary 8.

Some examples of the embeddingψ are shown in Fig. 1.
It can be seen that while each permutation has exactlyn − 1
adjacent permutations inKn, a vertex inZn! can have a higher
degree, i.e., some edges ofZn! do not exist inKn.

Since codes over a grid graph endowed with the Lee metric
are much more common than codes over theℓ1-metric, we
need one final trivial mapping. LetZm

q be the set of vectors
of lengthm over the alphabetZq and letu andv be two such
vectors. The Lee distance between them is defined as

dL =
m

∑
i=1

min {|vi − ui| , q − |vi − ui|} .

By abuse of notation we again useZ
m
q to denote the graph

whose vertices are the elements ofZ
m
q and two vertices are

connected by an edge iff their Lee distance is1.
It is easily verifiable thatZn! is a subgraph ofZn−1

q

when q > n. We note that endowingZn−1
q with the Lee

metric, compared with endowingZn−1
q with the ℓ1-metric,

is expressed by several additional edges, which at the worst
case, contract distances even further. We can now state the
main construction.

Theorem 15. Let CL be an (n − 1, d) Lee-metric error-
correcting over the alphabetZq, q > n. Then there exists an
(n, M, d)-CCRM code of sizeM = |CL ∩ Zn!|.

Proof: Let CL be a code as above. We define the following
code:

CK = {α ∈ Sn | ψ(α)∈CL} .

Sinceψ(Sn) = Zn! ⊆ Z
n−1
q , and by Corollary 14, we have

that the minimal distance ofCK is at leastd. Furthermore,
sinceψ is bijective by Lemma 12, the size of the codeCK is
exactly |CL ∩ Zn!|.

We now present an explicit construction for a family of
CCRM codes that can correct one adjacent-transposition error.
The code is based on a perfect code in the Lee-metric space
by Golomb and Welch [7].

Construction 1. Let CL be the perfect1-error-correcting code
in the Lee metric of lengthn − 1 over the alphabetZ2n−1

defined by (see [7]):

CL =

{

v ∈Z
n−1
2n−1

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

n−1

∑
i=1

i · vi ≡ 0 (mod 2n − 1)

}

.

The codeCL forms a linear subspace overZ
n−1
2n−1 and since it

is perfect, its2n − 1 cosets (where2n − 1 is the index ofCL in
Z

n−1
2n−1) partition the space.
The codeCK is constructed as in Theorem15 from the coset

of CL that has the largest intersection withZn!. The resulting
codeCK is an(n, M, 3)-CCRM with sizeM > n!

2n−1 .

We observe that the code resulting from Construction 1 is
at least half the size of the upper bound of the ball-packing
bound (see Section IV, Theorem 17). This is because a ball
of radius1 in Kn is of sizen, and so the upper bound on the
size of any(n, M, 3)-CCRM code isM 6 n!

n .
Checking which of the2n − 1 cosets ofCL from Construc-

tion 1 has the largest intersection withZn! may be a difficult
task. We can reduce the number codes to check at the cost of
a lower size guarantee, as is shown in the next construction.

Construction 2. Let CL be defined as in Construction1 and
define also

C′
L =

{

v ∈Z
n−1
2n−1

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

vn−1 +
n−1

∑
i=1

i · vi ≡ 0 (mod 2n − 1)

}

.
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Construct the codeCK as in Theorem15 from eitherCL or C′
L

(whichever has the larger intersection withZn!).

Theorem 16. The code CK from Construction 2 is an
(n, M, 3)-CCRM of sizeM > n!

2n .

Proof: We first note thatCL has minimal distance3. We
further note that

vn−1 +
n−1

∑
i=1

i · vi ≡
n−2

∑
i=1

i · vi − (n − 1)vn−1 (mod 2n − 1)

and so the codeC′
L is simply a mirror image ofCL along

the last dimension. Thus,C′
L also has minimal distance3,

and therefore, by Theorem 15, the constructed codeCK is an
(n, M, 3)-CCRM code.

To show the lower bound on the size of the codeM we
note the following:n − 1 and 2n − 1 are co-prime, and so,
for every choice of0 6 vi 6 i, 1 6 i 6 n − 2, the equations

n−2

∑
i=1

i · vi + (n − 1)vn−1 ≡ 0 (mod 2n − 1)

n−2

∑
i=1

i · vi − (n − 1)vn−1 ≡ 0 (mod 2n − 1)

have a unique solution forvn−1. Every solution in which0 6

vn−1 6 n − 1 results in a vector(v1, . . . , vn−1)∈CL ∩ Zn!,
while every solution in which0 6 −vn−1 6 n − 1 results in
a vector(v1, . . . , vn−1)∈C′

L ∩Zn!. Since the total number of
choices of0 6 vi 6 i, 1 6 i 6 n − 2 is (n − 1)!, we have
CL ∩ Zn! or C′

L ∩ Zn! at least of sizen!
2n .

IV. B OUNDS ONCODE PARAMETERS

In this section we present some bounds on the parameters
of CCRM codes. Some of the bounds are direct, while others
employ a recursion.

A. Direct Bounds

Following the notation of [11], the number of permutations
over n elements withr inversions is denoted byIn(r), which
equals |Sr|, the size of the sphere of radiusr (where the
parametern is implicit). An expression forIn(r) was given
in [11]:

|Sr | = In(r) = (n+r−1
r )+

+ ∑
j>1

(−1)j

(

(n+r−uj−1
r−uj

) + (
n+r−uj−j−1

r−uj−j
)

)

,

where uj = (3j2 − j)/2 is a pentagonal number. Muir [12]

has also shownIn(r) to be the coefficient ofxr in ∏
n
j=1

1−x j

1−x .
By our definition, a ball is a union of spheres, i.e.,Br(α) =
∪r

i=0Si(α), and since the spheres in the union are certainly
disjoint we have

|Br| =
r

∑
i=0

|Si| .

We have the following simple ball-packing bound (usually
misnamed as a sphere-packing bound):

Theorem 17.Let C be an(n, M, d)-CCRM code, then

M 6
n!

∣

∣

∣
B⌊(d−1)/2⌋

∣

∣

∣

.

Proof: The spaceSn with Kendall’sτ-distance is a metric
space. SinceC is an (n, M, d)-CCRM code, balls of radius
⌊(d − 1)/2⌋ centered at the codewords are disjoint, and the
claim follows.

A similar Gilbert-Varshamov-like bound is the following.

Theorem 18.Let n, M, andd, be positive integers such that

M 6
n!

|Bd−1|

then there exists an(n, M, d)-CCRM code.

Proof: Start with the spaceSn and arbitrarily choose a
codeword. Remove the codeword from the space along with
the ball of radiusd − 1 centered about it. Repeat the process
with the remaining space as long as it is non-empty. The
resulting set of codewords are easily seen to form an(n, M, d)-
CCRM code, whereM is the number of iterations. In addition,
we can see that the number of guaranteed iterations is as given
in the claim.

We also introduce a Singleton-like bound in the following
theorem.

Theorem 19.Let C be an(n, M, d)-CCRM code.

1) Let t be the largest integer such thatM >
n!

(n−t)!
. If 0 6

t 6 n − 2, thend 6 (n−t
2 ).

2) If M = n!
(n−t)!

for some integer2 6 t 6 t − 2, then

d 6 (n−t
2 ) + 1.

Proof: Let us write theM codewords ofC in an M × n
array, each codeword forming a single row. We now examine
the first t columns of the array, which contain thet-prefixes
of the permutations. We note that there are at mostt! · (n

t) =
n!

(n−t)!
possible distinct prefixes.

For the proof of the first claim, sinceM >
n!

(n−t)!
there

must exist two rows in the array with the samet-prefix. Thus,
the distance between the two codewords is generated by the
(n − t)-suffixes of the codewords, hence,d 6 (n−t

2 ).
For the proof of the second claim, ifM = n!

(n−t)!
, then

either we have twot-prefixes agreeing andd 6 (n−t
2 ) as in

the previous claim, or every possiblet-prefix appears exactly
once in the firstt columns of the array. In that case, we can
find two t-prefixes at distance1 from each other and then
d 6 (n−t

2 ) + 1.
Codes attaining the bound of Theorem 19 with equality

are calledmaximum distance separable (MDS). A few MDS
codes are, for example: The whole spaceSn is an MDS
(n, n!, 1)-CCRM code, and a permutation and its reverse
{[1, 2, . . . , n], [n, n − 1, . . . , 1]} form an MDS (n, 2, (n

2))-
CCRM code (see Example 10).

The more interesting example of an MDS code is the
analogue of the binary-parity code. Though this code was also
given in Example 10, we give it here again using different
arguments which allow an extension of the results. It is well
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known (for example, see [8]) that every permutation can
be described as a product of transpositions (not necessarily
adjacent ones), and that the parity of the number of trans-
positions is invariant. Permutationsπ ∈ Sn with an even (re-
spectively, odd) number of transpositions in their descriptions
are calledeven permutations (respectively,odd permutations)
and their permutation sign is set tosgn(π) = 1 (respectively,
sgn(π) = −1). For any two permutations,α, β∈ Sn, we have
sgn(αβ) = sgn(α) sgn(β). We also havesgn(ι) = 1, and
therefore,sgn(α) = sgn(α−1) for all α ∈ Sn.

We now define the code as,

Ceven
n = {α ∈ Sn | sgn(α) = 1} = An,

i.e., the code is the alternating group of ordern.

Theorem 20. The codeCeven
n is an MDS (n, n!

2 , 2)-CCRM
code.

Proof: The size of the alternating group is known to be
n!
2 . To show that the distance of the code is2, assume to
the contrary that there existα, β∈Ceven

n such thatd(α, β)
is odd. Hence, there exists a sequence of2t + 1 adjacent
transpositions (for some integert), τ1, τ2, . . . , τ2t+1, such that

α = τ1τ2 · · · τ2t+1β.

But then

1 = sgn(αβ−1) = sgn(τ1τ2 · · · τ2t+1) = −1,

a contradiction. Therefore, the distance between any two
permutations inCeven

n is even, and it is easy to find two
permutations at distance exactly2.

The parity of permutations will be used to further generalize
this result in Theorem 25.

B. Recursive Bounds and Constructions

Let us denote byP(n, d) the largest integerM such that
there exists an(n, M, d)-CCRM code. The next theorem
establishes basic monotonicity.

Theorem 21.For all n, d > 1 we have

P(n + 1, d) > P(n, d),

P(n, d) > P(n, d + 1).

Proof: The first claim is simple since given an(n, M, d)-
CCRM codeC, we can constructC′ in the following way:

C′ =
{

α(n+1)↑(n+1) | α ∈C
}

.

Obviously C′ is an (n + 1, M, d)-CCRM code. The second
claim is also trivial since by definition an(n, M, d + 1)-CCRM
code is also an(n, M, d)-CCRM code.

Theorem 22.(Code Shortening)For all n, d > 1 we have

P(n + 1, d) 6 (n + 1) · P(n, d).

Proof: Let C be an(n + 1, d)-CCRM code of maximal
size P(n + 1, d). If we look at the last coordinates in the
codewords ofC, one of the elements from{1, . . . , n + 1}

appears at leastP(n + 1, d)/(n + 1) times. Let us denote this
element asj. We constructC′ in the following way:

C′ =
{

α↓j | α ∈C ∧ α(n + 1) = j
}

.

After a suitable relabeling of the elements to the alphabet
{1, . . . , n}, the resulting permutations are fromSn and the
distance between them is certainly at leastd. Thus,C′ is an
(n, d)-CCRM code whose size is obviously upper bounded by
P(n, d), and the claim follows.

Theorem 23.(Code Puncturing)For all n, d > 1 we have

P(n + 1, d + n) 6

⌈

n + 1

d + n

⌉

P(n, d).

Proof: Let C be an (n + 1, d + n)-CCRM code of
maximal sizeP(n + 1, d + n). Arbitrarily choose an element
j∈ {1, 2, . . . , n + 1} and construct the code:

C′ =
{

α↓j | α ∈C
}

.

After a proper relabeling we can assumeC′ ⊆ Sn.
We first note that givenα, β∈C, α 6= β, we may still get

α↓j = β↓j. This happens ifα and β agree on the relative
ordering of all the elements exceptj. Sinced(α, β) = d + n,
the position ofj in α andβ differ by at leastd + n. Therefore,
|C| 6 ⌈(n + 1)/(d + n)⌉ |C′|.

Finally, we claim deleting elementj from all the permu-
tations results in the minimal distance dropping by no more
thann. This is easily seen by noting that (1) implies a single
element can cause at mostn inversions.

Theorem 24.(Code Lengthening)For all n, d > 1 we have

P(n + 1, d) >

⌈

n + 1

d

⌉

P(n, d).

Proof: Let C be an(n, d)-CCRM code of sizeP(n, d).
We construct the following code:

C′ =
{

αi↑(n+1) | α ∈C ∧ i ≡ 1 (mod d)
}

.

The size ofC′ is easily seen to be⌈(n + 1)/d⌉ P(n, d).
We now claim thatC′ is an (n + 1, d)-CCRM code. To

prove this claim we examine two cases. In the first case, for
any α ∈ C, and i1 6= i2, but i1 ≡ i2 (mod d), it is obvious
that d(αi1↑(n+1), αi2↑(n+1)) > d since to get from one to
the other we need to move the elementn + 1 by at leastd
positions. In the second case, ifα, β∈C, α 6= β, we have by
definitiond(α, β) > d and then alsod(αi↑(n+1), β j↑(n+1)) > d
since the relative positions of the elements{1, 2, . . . , n} do
not change when inserting the elementn + 1 and so the
number of inversions remains at leastd between the two new
permutations.

Theorem 25.(Code Extending)For all n, δ > 1 we have

P(n + 1, 2δ) >

⌈ n

2δ

⌉

P(n, 2δ− 1).

Furthermore, if there exists an(n, 2δ − 1)-CCRM code of size
P(n, 2δ− 1) with Me even codewords andMo odd codewords
then

P(n + 1, 2δ) >

⌈

n + 1

2δ

⌉

Me +
⌈ n

2δ

⌉

Mo.
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Proof: The first claim is a weaker form of the second
claim by assuming thatMo = P(n, 2δ− 1). We will therefore
prove just the second claim. LetC be an(n, 2δ − 1)-CCRM
code of sizeP(n, 2δ− 1) with Me even codewords which we
denoteCe, and Mo odd codewords which we denoteCo.

We now construct the following code:

C′ =
{

αi↑(n+1) | α ∈Ce ∧ i ≡ n + 1 (mod 2δ)
}

∪
{

αi↑(n+1) | α ∈ Co ∧ i ≡ n (mod 2δ)
}

.

The size ofC′ is easily seen to agree with the claim. The same
line of reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 24 guarantees
that the minimal distance between codewords ofC′ is at least
2δ − 1. It now suffices to show that all the codewords ofC′

are even permutations for then, like in the proof of Theorem
20, the distance between codewords ofC′ is also even, forcing
it to be at least2δ.

For all α ∈ Sn we must havesgn(α(n+1)↑(n+1)) = sgn(α).
Therefore, for allα ∈ Ce we havesgn(α(n+1)↑(n+1)) = 1 and
then alsosgn(αi↑(n+1)) = 1 for all i ≡ n + 1 (mod 2δ)
since these are an even number of transpositions away from
the even permutationα(n+1)↑(n+1). Similarly, for all α ∈ Co

we havesgn(αn↑(n+1)) = 1 since this is a single transposition
away from an odd permutationα(n+1)↑(n+1). In addition,
sgn(αi↑(n+1)) = 1 for all i ≡ n (mod 2δ), which completes
the proof.

We note that extending the MDS(n, n!, 1)-CCRM codeSn,
results in the MDS(n + 1,

(n+1)!
2 , 2)-CCRM codeCeven

n+1 .

Theorem 26.For all n, δ > 1 we have

P(n, 2δ) >
1

2
P(n, 2δ− 1).

Proof: Let C be an (n, 2δ − 1)-CCRM code of size
P(n, 2δ − 1), and letCo (respectively,Ce) denote the set of
odd (respectively, even) codewords. EitherCo or Ce contain
at least half the codewords ofC. Assume w.l.o.g. that it is
Co. Since all the codewords inCo have the same parity the
distance between any two of them must be even, just like in
the proof of Theorem 20. Thus,Co is an(n, 2δ)-CCRM code
of size at least12 P(n, 2δ − 1).

Again, we note that using the MDS(n, n!, 1)-CCRM code
Sn with Theorem 26, results in the MDS(n, n!

2 , 2)-CCRM
codeCeven

n .

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we explored error-correcting for charge-
constrained errors (CCRM codes) in the rank-modulation
scheme proposed in [9]. The rank-modulation scheme uses
a new tool – the permutation induced by cell charge level – to
represent data. Consequently, new error-correcting techniques
suitable for permutations are needed. We have presented both
bounds on the size of CCRM codes, and constructions, mainly
by using metric-embedding techniques. This enables us to use
well-known binary codes with the Hamming metric, as well
asq-ary codes with the Lee metric, to produce CCRM codes.
Specifically, we presented a family of one-error-correcting
codes whose size is within half of the best upper bound.

We conclude with the following results regarding ad-hoc
CCRM code constructions. It is easily seen thatP(3, 3) = 2
with the code{[1, 2, 3], [3, 2, 1]} which is also constructed by
Construction 1. We can also prove thatP(4, 3) = 5 with, for
example, the code

{[1, 2, 3, 4], [4, 1, 3, 2], [4, 2, 3, 1], [3, 1, 4, 2], [3, 2, 4, 1]} ,

which is not constructed through Construction 1. Furthermore,
using ad-hoc constructions we can show that

P(5, 3) > 18 P(6, 3) > 90 P(7, 3) > 526

P(5, 5) > 6 P(6, 5) > 23 P(7, 5) > 110

P(5, 7) > 2 P(6, 7) > 10 P(7, 7) > 34

P(5, 9) > 2 P(6, 9) > 4 P(7, 9) > 14

It is interesting to note that these codes are at least half the
ball-packing upper bound of Theorem 17.
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